Yamaha 250 scooter

With electric start and a low seat height, the light, nimble and reliable XT is built to go wherever
you go. Discover wide range of riding gear and casual apparel. Get one step closer to owning
the Yamaha of your choice. New Hi performance Synthetic for all on and off-road units to
enhance engine performance and protection. Our training organization partners offer real-world
instruction from learning to ride to perfecting your skillset. Historic Yamaha innovations that
pioneered dirt bikes. This site uses cookies to ensure the best browsing experience on our
website. By continuing to browse the site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Find out
more. Starting at:. Off-Road Apparel Discover wide range of riding gear and casual apparel.
Pre-Qualify Now Get one step closer to owning the Yamaha of your choice. Rider Training Our
training organization partners offer real-world instruction from learning to ride to perfecting
your skillset. Off-Road Mania Historic Yamaha innovations that pioneered dirt bikes. Find out
more Got it. Use the tools below to refine your search by only displaying reviews with a certain
number of star ratings or to only show reviews from a certain time period. Eg click on '1 star' to
just display the reviews we have which received a 1 star rating click or 'Within the last month' to
display just reviews posted over the last month. I went from a transalp to yp scooter for various
reasons mostly running costs didnt care what I looked like on it the scooter was running great
for few months used it to commute couple days a week 85 mile round trip got near my house
cut out on me lucky stopped outside my garage least got me home tryed starting seemed dead i
hope its the battery all in all i really like the scooter very enjoyable to ride and quite comfortable
as well hoping to sort the problem get back on roadâ€¦ Read Full Review. Simple, light, stable,
reliable, weather proof behind the wheel virtually and bullet proof mechanically engine has
never missed a beat A gem of a bikeâ€¦ Read Full Review. It had kms on the clock and is the
model. I had to re-register and transfer it. It does get blown around a bit by the wind at speed,
during bad weather, but normally its pretty good. And for the city and inner urban scene itsâ€¦
Read Full Review. My yp is exactly like that. Wind blows her around a bit but a very good
economic maxi scooter. It's a T reg , I use it every day in almost any weather except ice and it
has never let me down. I have a commute of about a 30 mile round trip a day, which includes a
bit of dual carriageway, 5 miles of windy A-Road and then about miles of city riding. For the
combination of all 3 types of riding it's superb, mine will sit at mph, and tops out at about
83mphâ€¦ Read Full Review. This is an excellent scooter that has stood the test of time. I was
given a model that had 25,km on it, and now it has 34,km. It has been very reliable, has plenty of
power, is quite low and light. There really isn't anything I can say negatively about it as it really
is the sort of scooter you just can't wait to get back on and ride around. I ride mainly in heavy
traffic on the Italian Riviera, and it's good at starting and stopping. It handles very well with a
passenger on theâ€¦ Read Full Review. Actually, it is an Italjet Jupiter , but nobody else seems
to own one and as it is exactly the same as the Majesty I have reviewed it here! I originally
bought this Yamaha YP Majesty Maxi off a friend to help her out and have found I really quite
like it, but don't tell my biking mates! And that is really the only down side. I own a Honda
Varadero which, like all large capacity machines is fab. I concur. My yp ticks most of the boxes I
need. I ride km on the North Queensland Australia goat track named the Bruce Highway several
times a year. It returns km per litre consumption. It is comfortable, stable and quite. What else
can I say? Having examined its competitors prior to purchase, I have found over the last 10, klm
that i made the right choice with the Yamaha YP Sadly Yamaha Australia is all about maximunm
profits and is no longer importing the cc scooter so I will have to just look after it till I can no
longer ride. Due to my disability im unable to ride the heavier scootersâ€¦ Read Full Review. I'm
76 this year and last owned a bike 20 years ago. I've had bikes up to cc in the past. I drive fast
cars and even taken an Aston Martin Vantage out for a run. I'm a Jazz Drummer so have very
developed fairly fast reactions. I got the Yamaha YP on E bay. It's a and only done 12, miles.
Very carefully and gingerley I rode it home up the M1 with a pal following me driving my car
back. It was blowing a gale and occasional snow flurrys and Hail as well. Fortunately a 50 mph
speedâ€¦ Read Full Review. I own the Yamaha YP for a few monts now, its a model. I havent
noticed any problems at all during this period, except the power loss I mentioned above: this
model doesnt equipped with a tachometer so I cant tell for sure at what amount of revs. This is
the only problem i've noticed and possiblyâ€¦ Read Full Review. This can be true only about the
specific scooter I own. Anyhow, if you're not used to a powerful bike you'll barely notice it at all.
Overall, i am very satisfied with it and i sincerely recommend it to anyone who would like to
save money but still get aâ€¦ Read Full Review. I work with bikes every day and am on my
second YP Majesty now my previous being an R reg and my present model being a 53 Reg. I
have the use of any bike I wish both new and used from the dealership I work at. I have run
nearly all the super scooters on the market and use a bike to travel a round trip of 30 miles
every day in all types of weather. The YP is one of the best and the only downside is that a cc is
that bit better when on a motorway. Both the cc and cc are great asâ€¦ Read Full Review. But

funny things happen and I find the a top mount. I travel 80ks round trip to work and all highway,
so this little bike is just the job for this and very cheap as well. The main reason I went to the
scoot was a swap for the Z plus cash as my partner could not ride the big Z legs to short and
now I find that life is not just all power but the fun of the ride, and this thing is funâ€¦ Read Full
Review. Very reliable scoot with enough power to cope with the city traffic and enough
underseat storage to store the jacket, laptop etc. The Yamaha YP Majesty Maxi is also suitable
for after-work fun ride, although the engine leaks some power. Banking even at higher angles is
safe altough you can feel the rear tire tending to drift outside at higher speeds. Anywayâ€¦ Read
Full Review. And straight away with its more than adequate engine, I no longer had to rely on
being sucked along the motorway by articulated trucks and lorries. In fact I can even overtake
them now. The Majesty is suppose to be good for 85mph! It is also an excellent tourer at long
distance dueâ€¦ Read Full Review. Hello niggle? So with a quick calculation it works out to be
between to miles. This is everyday day going to work and weekends into town urban riding.
Bought second hand, I have had this scooter since late summer and it has given no trouble at
all. I ALWAYS keep up with the regular oil and brake pad changes and on those occasional long
motorway runs, keep it under 70mph which in the UK you should do anyway. This, above
anything else, is the secret of long and problem-free motoring. Hope This Helps, Dave. From 14
reviews. Refine your search Use the tools below to refine your search by only displaying
reviews with a certain number of star ratings or to only show reviews from a certain time period.
Latest Reviews. If you are commenting on behalf of the company that has been reviewed, please
consider upgrading to Official Business Response for higher impact replies. Was this review
helpful? Write A Review Ask A question. Reply to this comment. Need to buy one now!!! John
Reply to this comment. Cheers Reply to this comment. Share this page? Business Owner?
Claim your free Review Centre Star Rating badge now! Claim your item page Take control of
your reviews by setting up your free Business Account. Latest Reviews in Scooters Sym
Symphony See Also Ancol Milano Harness 1 reviews. It has all the practicalities of a
conventional scooter with a bit more oomph for longer journeys and decent-sized wheels and
tyres for cornering confidence. The X-Max is simplicity itself to jump on and ride. Making a
claimed 21bhp, the Yamaha is powered by a liquid-cooled, single-cylinder, fuel-injected
four-stroke motor producing a claimed 21bhp and 16ftlb of torque. It has an electric start and a
CVT gearbox. Find a Yamaha X-Max for sale. You get lots of underseat storage space, enough
for two crash helmets, and a cubby hole in the leg-shield area, which can carry a light rain suit.
Yamaha accessories include a backrest, top box, rain cover and taller screen. Read what they
have to say and what they like and dislike about the bike below. Bad bits: Exhaust gets
ridiculously hot and rusts quickly, I have tried everything to get it looking better, over the
counter ultra high temp paint to having it powder coated, everything burnt off. Have now fitted
Delkevik race can, problem solved, looks better, obviously louder, and a smidge quicker. I have
also fitted a tinted Yamaha short screen, much better than the original thing. Handles well for a
scooter, obviously not as good as a proper bike. Brakes are sufficient, there is only a single
disc up front, mine occasionally gets up to 90mph indicated, with the Delkevik now fitted and it
stops OK. I'm running the Michelin City Grips and am very happy with them. Quick for what it is,
with the standard pipe it topped out at 85mph indicated , with the Delkevik its been reading
90mph indicated but I backed off as well into the redline. Original exhaust is about 5kg and has
catalytic in, Delkevic one is under 2kg and is straight through. Original exhaust did seem to get
very hot but not engine temperature, assume it was a highly restrictive exhaust with the
catalytic. Now had 2 years, was around miles when I got it, now up to over miles, no issues. I
service myself, there is only 1 spark plug, and an oil change is only 1 litre they dont use an oil
filter. Easily returns 75mpg. Biggest improvement in my opinion was changing to Michelin City
Grip tyres. Buying experience: Bought private from Gumtree 2 years ago from a man in his 80's.
Realistically if I sold it I would sell for about the same price I bought it for. Having been a biker
for years on a traditional bike, for some strange reason I'd though I'd have a go at a super
scooter instead. I saw in my local dealer the Yamaha Xmax and thought it looked quite a nice
bike. I wanted it mainly for commuting to work which is only a 6 mile trip so it would be ideal. I
loved it from the moment I got on it, however after years of conventional bikes it took a while to
get used to the clutch being a brake! I had a couple of whoops moments on the way home! The
bike is incredibly comfortable and surprisingly nippy around town. The transmission pick up is
almost instant and once out on dual carriage ways it keeps with the flow. There is tons of space
in the underseat storage and I had a top box fitted for more storage should I need it. I've only
had the bike a few day's so I can't give a full unbiased report on it as yet. If any one who was
looking for a commuter bike was to ask if I'd recommend,then so far yes! Ride quality is
fantastic. Ok, so it's not an R1 or GSXR but it can be chucked around the bendy bits with a
degree of trust and confidence you wouldn't expect from a scooter. The brakes are brilliant even

though it doesn't have ABS you get quite a bit of feedback as to what's going on down there.
The only reason I've put a 4 instead of a 5 is the fact it's a in a big ol' lump of a scooter. The
engine in fact is a peach and with less weight on it she would go like a rocket I'm sure, but that's
not the purpose of this machine is it? The pick up from cold can be a little notchy but as soon
as the engine's warmed up a bit the it's smooooth all the way. The bike I purchased was 5 years
old and apart from a"dink" in the air filter cover the bike is perfect. The fasteners and fixings are
still corrosion free, the plastics still look like they've just come out of the factory, The engine is
a Yamaha so I can only assume it's going to be super reliable as have all the Yamaha's I've had
over the years. Cannot say just yet. But I filled the bike up when I got it and the fuel gauge still
hasn't moved. It's either incredibly economical or the fuel gauge is broke! I suspect the former.
The bikes dash is brilliant, it's got everything you need to know on it. The tyres are the original
Pirellis and do a great job of sticking to the tarmac. I love all the storage bins and cubby holes.
The pillion seat looks amazingly comfortable. The bike came with a non standard screen. It's
quite a tall Givi one and even though I'm 6'1" I struggle to see over the top when it's all fogged
up due to the bad weather. However it does a brilliant job of keeping the said weather off me!
Buying experience: I bought the bike from Stephen Bilau's in Darlington. I cannot praise this
dealer enough. He also fully serviced the bike for me and stamped the log book and put a years
road fund licence and a years MOT. The bike has only miles on it so it's not even run in yet. Not
a bad deal as far as I'm concerned. Bought as a commuter have an FZ1 and an R32 Golf and
needed something less thirsty This thing is great fun and, door to desk, is faster than both of
my other transport options over a 5 mile journey through traffic. Superb balance and handling,
great finish, plenty of storage space and importantly for people who also ride 'real' bikes, this
version actually looks cool. Still running-in but, for a , I was expecting a bit more power. I expect
that once I can 'pin-it', I'll replace the standard can Devil do a pretty good one with something
that'll at least make it sound less like a sewing machine and may add a tad more ooomph. Buy
one - they're hilarious! I bought a 1 year old X max for a good price on Ebay. My plan is to use it
for a 7 mile each way daily commute and then up to another 20 miles a day in an around
Cambridge. I had a 60 mile trip to bring it home on a cold day with rain that wouldn't stop. My
other bike is a BMW RR with big screen and heated grips and I wasn't looking forward to
plodding up the A1 M in freezing spray for hours my last scootering experience was a Vespa SS
I sold about 40 years ago. When I first got going it felt like I was sitting on a kitchen chair with
handlebars after only riding conventional bikes for decades. It turned out there was nothing at
all to worry about, the Xmax easily keeps up with motorway traffic, 70 is a practical cruising
speed with a useful reserve for safe overtaking. I had initially got lost in London for about 45
minutes so I really appreciated the benefits of twist and go automatics and quickly forgot about
my unfamiliar posture. Once I got onto main roads I seemed to get home very quickly. For for
my day to day riding it's ideal, the underseat storage means I can transport my workgear
construction site PPE then, when I get to site securely stow my riding gear. It's simple to ride,
light enough to drag around the garage when I want to get the BM out etc. The Yamaha is very
impressive, but the list price new looks a bit chunky. My reliability score shouldn't be taken too
seriously, I haven't had the bike long enough to comment with any authority. Owners' rating 4.
Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 13 images. View bikes for sale. Warranty
term Two year unlimited mileage. Other versions X-Max Special Edition. Engine 5 out of 5 Quick
for what it is, with the standard pipe it topped out at 85mph indicated , with the Delkevik its been
reading 90mph indicated but I backed off as well into the redline. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 I
service myself, there is only 1 spark plug, and an oil change is only 1 litre they dont use an oil
filter. Engine 4 out of 5 The only reason I've put a 4 instead of a 5 is the fact it's a in a big ol'
lump of a scooter. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Cannot say just yet. Equipment 5 out of 5 The bikes
dash is brilliant, it's got everything you need to know on it. Engine 3 out of 5. Value vs rivals 3
out of 5. Equipment 5 out of 5. Engine 5 out of 5. Equipment 4 out of 5. Yamaha X-Max Low
Summary of owners' reviews. The obvious solution is a cc motorcycle, which offers the perfect
blend of small-capacity simplicity but with enough grunt to tackle the job in hand. Thanks to our
big, wide roads and fast moving traffic, many riders prefer bigger engines to help keep up with
the rest of the traffic safely. But if you want something a little tamer, what options have you got?
Some companies are starting to offer smaller sized motorcycles, like BMW Motorrad , while
others like KTM have always had small machines on their books but in far too many shapes and
sizes to count. And because the cc motorcycle segment has been enlarged somewhat to cover
models up to cc, expect to find a few s sneaked in too. Honda is one of the most prolific
manufacturers of small-capacity motorcycles in the world, but their list of cc motorcycle models
available in the USA is a little limited. For most of their road bikes, Honda have already
abandoned the cc engine in favor of a slightly larger cc unit to help keep up with other
manufacturers. When we were looking for a top 3 from Honda, we had to include two s, but the

difference between a cc motorcycle and a cc motorcycle is barely noticeable â€” so they still
count on our list. The Rebel has always been a great entry-level motorcycle but the new
generation has had a styling overhaul. Powered by a smooth cc single cylinder engine with And
the Honda Rebel top speed? A very handsome 85 mph. Also, it makes for an easy gradation to
the Rebel if you ever feel like you need more power. Both come powered by the same engine: a
peppy single cylinder engine that produces the same The CBF is a lightweight naked bike
ideally suited to commuting and urban riding but with enough punch for long rides if you need
to stretch your legs. The CBRR is a more performance focused machine with an aggressive
riding stance, fantastic handling, and beginner friendly controls. Both are available with or
without ABS too. Which one is best? Well that depends on what you want â€” but both are great
choices regardless. Powered by a Yamaha offer some of the best small capacity motorcycles in
the world, but sadly most of them never make it to the United States. With models like their SR
Sports Heritage models consistently selling well in Europe and Asia, here in the US we have to
deal with a smaller selection. Again, Yamaha have turned their back on the cc motorcycle
designation for their sports range and opted for a cc variant instead. Their YZF-R3 model is one
of the most popular small-capacity sports machines on the market and has been winning fans
ever since it arrived in The Yamaha V Star is a great choice for riders looking for a small, nimble
cc motorcycle wrapped in classic styling. Currently in its third generation, the XT has been the
small-capacity dual purpose weapon of choice since it first rolled on the scene in the early s.
This small dual sport machine is a light and nimble cc motorcycle with easy-to-use ergonomics,
but comes with quite a dominating road presence. The cc single cylinder engine is good for
about Kawasaki has long abandoned the in favor of a for their small-capacity sports model, and
now the Kawasaki Ninja has already been replaced by the Ninja ! As one of the most popular
small sport bikes on the market, this sporty little number ticks plenty of boxes. It comes with
aggressive, sports inspired styling, boasts a neat cc straight twin engine that produces a max
power figure of around 39 hp and a max torque figure of 20 lb-ft at 10, rpm, and has a top speed
of around mph. Aside from the engine and performance, the Ninja comes with a respectable fuel
economy of 66 miles per gallon, a comfortable not overly-aggressive, rather riding position, and
an easy riding experience. Still a rather than a cc motorcycle, the Versys-X is a new comer on
the scene. Designed a smaller version of the already successful Versys models, the Versys-X
comes powered by the same cc engine found in the Ninja listed above, but tuned for a very
different riding experience. Thanks to the lightweight frame and long travel suspension, the bike
is now geared towards touring and mild off-roading. The engine has been tuned to provide
better torque in the mid and low range, making the Versys-X an ideal choice for those looking
for something strong and powerful but less focused on top speeds. And now for a genuine cc
motorcycle from Kawasaki. Thanks to its useful dual nature, the KLX is as at home weaving
through busy city streets as it is bashing its way through off road trails. The KLX comes with
fully adjustable suspension, a nice and accessibly low seat height, aggressive styling, and easy
ergonomics. Unlike the rest of the big four, Suzuki actually has quite a few models in the cc
department, and their sport bike variant is only relatively new too. On the outside, the Suzuki is
a fully faired machine that gives it a sporty look, and it comes with quite a smart aesthetic. The
controls are easy access and straightforward, it has a nice and low seat height, and the riding
position is aggressive but not at all back breaking. With The cc twin-cylinder engine has been
tuned to provide better low-end and mid-range power, making it a practical runner for zipping
around the city streets. It might not look as aggressive as its sports-focused sibling, but the GW
has its own unique edge which shows off its naked curves in a pleasing way. Looks aside, the
GW is a nice and nimble, lightweight and highly maneuverable machine that offers efficient fuel
economy, making it a decent choice for everyday city riding. Economical, attractive, reliable â€”
what more do you need from a full size but small capacity street motorcycle? The TUX looks like
a 70s motorcycle but comes powered by modern technology. And while we like a bit of chrome
plating, a bit of polish and a vintage themed paint scheme, the Suzuki TUX has more to offer
than good looks alone. Unlike the other two Suzukis, this is powered by a fuel-injected cc single
cylinder engine rather than a parallel twin, but the tuning is pretty much the same, with the
focus being on low-end torque for a superior urban riding experience. The handling is great
though, and the TUX offers smooth, agile and confident steering, making it an excellent choice
for new riders. The average cc motorcycle can hit around 80 mph, but some sports-specific
models will go much faster and can hit up to mph. Others might be lucky to hit If you want to
ride your cc motorcycle on the road then you are required to have a motorcycle license. All
two-wheeled vehicles over cc are classed as motorcycles, and therefore require the correct
license to operate on public roads. Larger riders may benefit for the bigger ride ergonomics of
larger displacement motorcycles, but a cc is usually enough for most beginners. The average
wet weight of the 12 best-selling cc motorcycles on the market is Skip to content. Frequently

Asked Questions How fast can a cc motorcycle go? Do you need a motorcycle license for a cc?
Is a cc motorcycle too small? How much does a cc motorcycle weigh? Yzf Very clean for 04
start runs rides very well. Very powerful loves the back wheel New graphics New sproket New
spoke wraps New grips New gear leaver New throttle cable New foot pegs New sump bolt New
engine plugs And more list goes on. Very good condition with very few marks considering the
age Yamaha DT Nice condition, will cruise happily at MPH. Starts perfectly. V Belt changed in
July MOT valid until July Serviced in December with new Michelin City Grip fitted to front. Its a 2
owner bike and had a top end rebuild at time of previous sale on 75hrs along with a clutch.
Yamaha YZ Unused Bike never ridden. Viewing b. Our friendly staff are happy to help, you may
ask for information regarding the vehicles service history, owners and condition, just phone us
on It is important to contact us to arrange a potential viewing to ensure availability. Please have
a good look at the pictures this really is a lot of machine. Thousands spent. New rims spokes ,
rebuilt engine suspension , new seat and for. A REG In my opinion this is best looking scooter
model and it is pleasure to ride also cheap to run and insure. If you have any quest. Completely
re built and not raced so not been hammered. Starts very easy cold and hot. Rebored to so
gives you the edge on your mates He needs the cash as starting a business after. This is my
R1z Starts easily, runs brilliantly, no unwanted noises, ticks over perfectly, crisp and quick. Still
running on auto. T REG Fast Sports auto, 1 owner from new, finished in brilliant white, has
heated handgrips, huge underseat storage, factory fitted immobiliser, is Hpi clear, Ulez
compliant comes with 3 keys inc red master key, sold fully serviced with a new mot and 3 mo.
Brilliantly compact, this premium scooter is easy and enjoyable to ride in busy urban streets,
giving you the power to cruise at speed, as well as making. Car Loans. Ads posted, Monday
22nd February 5 images. Yzf Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire. Yamaha yzf Doncaster, South
Yorkshire. Merthyr Tydfil. Pagination Previous Currently on Page 1 2 3 4 Next. Top searches Top
locations. Buy and sell in a snap Get the app for the best Gumtree experience. Honda attempted
to replace the Helix in with the somewhat bland Reflex , but that scooter lost the spirit of the
Helix and buyers were few. Fans worldwide clamored to have the Helix back, a request Honda
granted for after the Reflex continued to sell slowly. Like the Helix, Yamaha equipped this
scooter with an actual trunk. Yamaha even gave this scooter a similar digital gauge setup.
Yamaha did one heck of a job with this scooter, which its too bad this niche scooter only lasted
three years on the USA market. It lasted just one year in Canada. Maybe it was just too
futuristicâ€¦. Overseas the Morphous is sold by Yamaha as the Maxam. It was first unveiled as a
concept scooter in and released worldwide as a production scooter in It remains on sale in
some Asian markets as a In addition to the futuristic styling, the Morphous also comes with a
high tech engine cranking The powerplant in this maxi-scoot is a slick fuel injected, DOHC,
liquid cooled, 4-valve, 4-stroke engine. That means awesome fuel economy 60mpg and good
power for a cc scooter. The top speed of the Morphous is 75, which means you can hold your
own on the freeway. Design and Amenities. The Morphous has an awesome Halogen headlight,
LED blinkers and taillights and even a glowing blue ring around the key hole. The braking is top
notch too, thanks to disc brakes in the front and rear. Storage is another strong point for the
Morphous. Obviously there is plenty of storage for all your stuffâ€¦. Unfortunately none of these
three storage areas is large enough to swallow a full face helmet. Besides the love it or hate it
stylingâ€¦. The only knocks against the Morphous are the windscreen and power. The former is
more of a decoration piece than a functional one and changing that really affects the looks. If
you have long touring trips planned then you might prefer one of the larger cc scooters that
have come out since ie. Honda Forza , Kymco Downtown i. Overseas the Morphous CP has a
huge aftermarket following. The scene is focused on style rather than power but lots of options
out there for whatever direction you want to take the Morphous. See also 3. There are quite a
few cc scooters out there, but not so many that embrace touring like the Morphous does. The
latter of these two scooters is a particularly nice highway machine that has a little more oomph
30HP than the Morphous if you opt for the i version cc. Yamaha Scooters. Vespa Scooters.
Suzuki Scooters. Aprilia SR Aprilia SR Motard BMW C Evolution. BMW Scooters. Genuine
Venture. Genuine Stella. Genuine Roughhouse R Honda Spree NQ Honda SH i. Kymco ZX
Kymco X-Town Piaggio X9 Piaggio Typhoon Suzuki Hyper AE Suzuki Burgman AN Vespa
Sprint. Vespa Primavera. Scooter Sales Brochures Service Manuals. Reading Yamaha Morphous
CP Share Tweet. Brand Home Yamaha. Yamaha Morphous CP Overall height See all results.
More Stories. Skip to main content. Related: enduro kawasaki honda yamaha v star motorcycle
honda motorcycle yamaha yz yamaha outboard yamaha yamaha v star suzuki suzuki
motorcycle yamaha motorcycle. Include description. Model Year. Exterior Color. Blue 4 Items 4.
Gray 1 Items 1. Orange 1 Items 1. Silver 1 Items 1. Tan 1 Items 1. Not Specified 3 Items 3. For
Sale By. Dealer 9 Items 9. Not Specified 2 Items 2. Yamaha 11 Items Vehicle Mileage. Less than
50, miles 11 Items Less than 40, miles 11 Items Less than 30, miles 11 Items Less than 20, miles

11 Items Less than 10, miles 11 Items Less than 5, miles 10 Items New 9 Items 9. Used 3 Items 3.
Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers 4. Auction 1. Buy
It Now 3. Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping.
Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items.
Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition New Used. Any Free International Shipping.
Gallery View Customize. Not finding what you're looking for? Save yamaha motorcycle to get
e-mail alerts and updates on your eBay Feed. Buy It Now. Shipping not specified. Classified Ad
with Best Offer. Classified Ad. Results matching fewer words. Leave feedback about your eBay
search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of
bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping
options and costs. They are fast enough to use on the freeway, strong enough to easily carry a
passenger, and still offer better fuel economy than most Maxi scooters. The scooters we have
included in this class range from cc to cc and include models with more traditional styling and
models which look more like their larger brothers in the Maxi scooter class. One of the best
options in this class is the It gets an estimated 69 MPG, has a 3-gallon gas tank, and can fit two
full-face helmets under the seat. Weighing in at less than pounds, but equipped with a cc
4-stroke, fuel injected, liquid-cooled powerplant, the XMAX is a significant player in this
segment. It includes a 3. It features large inch front and inch rear wheels for enhanced handling,
and it includes both anti-lock brakes ABS and a traction control system. Sym also has a
powerful middleweight scooter available. The From Suzuki comes the smallest of their Burgman
line, the Despite having the most powerful engine in its class, it still gets an estimated Genuine
used to offer the Kymco offers the This scooter gets an estimated 65 MPG. Vespa offers several
variations of its Any of these cc â€” cc class scooters would be a fine choice for a broad range
of uses. They will last you for many years of fun on two wheels. Note: All prices given are MSRP
and do not include tax, license, registration, destination charges, or dealer-installed options.
Skip to content. Make Yamaha. Introducing the easiest way to enter the world of Yamaha
R-series superbike performance. The R3 features a fuel-injected cc, engine; a slim, lightweight
chassis for agile handling; and legendary Yamaha superbike styling. Model TY Runs great. Nice
paint in original paint scheme. Michelin Competition Trials tires. Perfect for woods riding on
your property, or vintage competition riding. Recent top end on engine. Several performance
upgrade parts. This bike is a blast to ride around Also has a clear OH title which is pretty rare
for bikes like this. This bike has just been inspected and serviced by one of our highly
experienced technicians. It is ready to ride. As with all our bikes, it was given all fresh engine
fluids, and any issues that were found were either repaired or the item replaced. Stop by and
check it out anytime. Very good condition. Low mileage. Tuned up by dealer. Model YZF-R1.
Model YZF-R6. Model YZF-R3. Model V Star Deluxe. Model TT-RE. Big fun for the whole family,
TT-R begs to be ridden by everyone from bigger kids to adults. Model V Star Classic. You
instinctively know a great cruiser when you see one. Spirited V-twin performance, of course,
and cool style that's just begging for some choice personalization. It's all right there. Model YZ
Model Fjr A. Moved on to a newer model.. If you are familiar with this bike you know that it is
almost bullet proof. Bike is bone stock except for heated grips that work, a 5 in. There is some
minor body damage due to a slip and fall in a gravel parking lot. See photos. Also some
expected wear above the foot pegs from boots. Mileage is reflected in the price. Tires are
decent. Brakes pads were changed about 15K ago. I usually got about 40K. Oil changes and
other maintenance done by me. Synthetic oil used. Fluids have been flushed in the last year. If
you are looking for a cost effective daily driver or just a weekend of carving the mountain roads
this is the bike you want. I have ridden miles in a day no problem. Model Ty All electrical works
and just installed two new Pirelli tires. I have 2 TY's. Very good condition an a TY One runs
great and the lights work. It has a light kit,new carb,throttle, grips, tires and tubes,New petcock,
air filter. Hollywood, FL. Day Heights, OH. Gresham, OR. Ridgefield, WA. Olmos Park, TX. South
Kingstown, RI. Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale
Yamaha Ty Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Yamaha Model Ty Prev 1 2 3
Next. Make Yamaha 28 Harley-Davidson 1 Honda 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. We use cookies to help us understand our
website visitors so we can improve our website, products, services and marketing efforts. On
our website yamaha-motor. We use functional cookies to allow our website to function properly
and provide basic functionalities of our website to you, such as remembering your login
credentials and language preferences. We also use analytics cookies to generate user statistics
on a privacy-friendly basis in line with the guidelines of data protection authorities to help us
understand how visitors use our website and to improve our website, products, services and
marketing efforts. If you do not wish to accept these cookies or wish to accept only specific
categories of cookies such

lincoln continental parts catalog

power wheels remote kill switch

2009 suzuki sx4 engine

asonly the social media cookies , please click on the "customise your cookies settings" button
below. You can also change your settings and withdraw your consent at any time via our Cookie
Policy [insert link]. Please read this cookie policy to learn more about the cookies we use and
how we use them. You are about to leave this website. Are you sure? I agree, take me there
Cancel. Yes, I agree No, I refuse Find out more. Cookies on Yamaha Motor's website On our
website yamaha-motor. Social media cookies to provide you the option to watch videos on our
website via e. YouTube , and also to allow you to easily share content from our website on
social media, such as Facebook. These are cookies of third party social media providers and
allow those social media providers to track your browsing behaviour across the internet and
use it for their own purposes. Scooters Whatever your journey, whatever your passion. Sport
Scooters Need - Desire. Urban Mobility Move. Configure your dream scooter.

